SIKT is an annual conference initiated by H.R.H

Crown Prince Haakon of Norway. The objective is to
create a meeting place for young leaders and
talents between 20 and 40 years. The participants
come from different sectors across all of Norway. At
SIKT, the participants can learn from each other,
test ideas and discuss common challenges &
opportunities for the future of Norway.

2013 – Trondheim: Norway of the future

2014 – Tromsø: Innovation
2015 - Bergen: Leadership
2016 - Ålesund: Drive/Persistence

2017 - Kristiansand: Cooperation
2018 - Stavanger: Change
2019 – To be announced
2020 – TBC
2021 - TBC
2022 - TBC

The conference will be arranged at
least 10 times, across all of
Norway, with themes which are
relevant to building a strong
Norway for the future

The 5 parts of the SIKT-conference
1
Get to know
each other

2

The first afternoon is about getting to know each other. The
Crown Prince welcomes and sets the tone. The participants
usually do something practical together. Informal dinner.

Workshop

Workshop led by internationally renowned experts. Participants
work in groups, focusing on a theme with the aim of learning
practical tools that can be used at work straight after the conf.

Lectures

20 min lectures by high-profile speakers. Diverse perspectives,
from different sectors, on the same theme. Sufficient time for
interaction and dialogue with participants.
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4
SIKT-talks

5
SIKT-dinner

A selected group of participants present their own stories.
All related to the theme, but often strong personal stories.
By many seen as a highlight at the conference.
Grand ending of the conference with dinner and concert.
Norwegian food and artists. Time to talk, dance and plan
catch-up over coffee post-conference.

Media: 4%
Academia: 4%

PARTICIPANTS
• Approx. 200 participants
each year

Culture & Sports:

Civil Society 12%

Business: 35%

• Mix of new and alumni
• Either nominated by
company/organisation, or
invited directly
• Representing all major
sectors of society:
• High level of diversity in
backgrounds and geography

Public & Politics: 12%
Entrepreneurs and
Start-Ups: 25%
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• A vibrant and engaged network
• Approx. 800 former participants
• Include all major sectors in
society; talents with drive; diverse
group; majority of whom are
decision makers with increasing
influence in their sphere
• Alumni groups in all major cities in
Norway
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• Meet regularly for workshops and
social gatherings
• New companies, cooperation and
joint projects has been created
through SIKT-alumni

Post-conference feedback has been consistently positive:
• 95 % say they have gained value from SIKT in their job
• 97 % say SIKT have given them valuable insight and tools
• 98 % recommend that SIKT will continue to be held

«It was an energy boost. I am filled with energy
to tackle new challenges and will work hard to
achieve as concrete results as possible»»

«Thanks for an impressive and
unbelievable well organised event! You
have sown a seed that will continue to
bloom in the coming years!»

«There are not many places where young leaders
from different sectors meet. SIKT is a great
initiative and an example which I hope we will see
more of in the future»

«So many engaged and
extraordinary people at
the same place!»

Partners:

www.SIKT.org
SIKT@slottet.no

